The code lock can be installed
virtually anywhere.

RATNA V42/K42
Wireless Codelock with Remote Management
Ratna V42 / K42 is an IoT connectivity module for Bewator / Siemens / Vanderbilt V42/K42 code locks. The

module is installed in the standard V42 / K42 code lock and allows you to control the code lock (PIN, validity

period) over the Internet, either with a browser or through the phone app. The upgrade can be can be done into a
V42 / K42 code lock already installed on site or to a new, non-installed code lock. The other features of the code
lock remain unchanged.

Ratna V42 / K42 Module does not require a cellular network

Through the Ratna V42/K42 upgrade it is possible to

connection (no SIM card!) or Wi-Fi connection. The module

remotely and safely provide temporary access to doors and

communicates over the network using IoT network techno-

electrically controlled gates, etc without the need of a

logy (LoRaWan). The module is capable to control electrome-

physical key or smartphone. Because the PIN code used only

chanical lock bodies and smart locks over a wired or wireless

works for the set time the code does not spread to unautho-

connection (relay or Bluetooth). The installation requires only a

rized users by time. Simultaneous PIN codes can be

power supply to the code lock or can alternatively be battery

allocated. The cloud based code lock management system

powered (2 x AA). If operated in a wireless mode, due to the

application server can be interfaced to a third party bookin-

secure Bluetooth connection, the door lock is practically

g/space reservation system, where a PIN is generated and

impossible to be opened by breaking into the code lock

delivered to the user eg. via SMS after the booking confirma-

housing. Therefore it is safe to install the device outside the

tion. The Ratna V42/K42 will be pre-installed into a new

door, unlike in standard fixed wire relay controlled versions.

V42/K42 code lock or can be purchased as an

The Ratna V42/K42 can be retrofitted to existing V42 / K42

upgrade kit to an existing installed code lock.

code locks.
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REMOTE MANAGEMENT

LORAWAN

is an IoT network that well
suited for small amounts of
data transfer and battery
powered operation.

BLUETOOTH

wireless connection to
mechanical or electromechanical
lock bodies

reduce staff costs because you do not
need to physically visit the site to
change the lock’s passcode. Passcodes
can be distributed over the internet to
individual code locks.

TECHNOLOGY

Can be integrated into third party
space booking systems

Public spaces
booking systems

ADVANTAGES
Peer-to-peer apartment
rental, (Airbnb)
Corporate Business Premises
booking systems

APPLICATIONS

Gates to industrial
facilities
Housing staircases and
communal doors

RATNA V42/K42
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Power supply

12-24 VDC

Operational temperature

- 35 … + 55 C°

Storage

- 25 … + 60 C°

LoRaWan sensitivity

-137dbm@292bps (RX), 5~20dbm(Tx)

LoRaWan class/frequency

Class A, LoRa EU 868 MHz

LoRa module

Semtech SX-1276

Bluetooth module

nRF52832

Bluetooth class

Bluetooth V5.0, Single mode

Casing

IP54, cast metal

Measurements (V42/K42 code lock)

140 x 80 x 40 (K x L x S) mm
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Simultaneous time
limited PIN Codes
(4 – 6 digits)
LoRaWAN
Connectivity
Can be integrated to
3rd party Space
management
systems
Tamper proof
Programmable
year clock

